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Summary
To meet its objective of assisting the U.S. aviation industry with the technological
challenges of the future, NASA must identify research areas that have the greatest
potential for improving the operation of the air transportation system. Therefore,
NASA is developing the ability to evaluate the potential impact of various ad-
vanced technologies. By thoroughly understanding the economic impact of ad-
vanced aviation technologies and by evaluating how the new technologies will be
used in the integrated aviation system, NASA aims to balance its aeronautical re-
search program and help speed the introduction of high-leverage technologies. To
meet these objectives, NASA is building the Aviation System Analysis Capability
(ASAC).
NASA envisions ASAC primarily as a process for understanding and evaluating
the impact of advanced aviation technologies on the U.S. economy. ASAC con-
sists of a diverse collection of models and databases used by analysts and other
individuals from the public and private sectors brought together to work on issues
of common interest to organizations in the aviation community. ASAC also will
be a resource available to the aviation community to analyze; inform; and assist
scientists, engineers, analysts, and program managers in their daily work.
The ASAC differs from previous NASA modeling efforts in that the economic
behavior of buyers and sellers in the air transportation and aviation industries is
central to its conception. Commercial air carriers, in particular, are an important
stakeholder in this community. Therefore, to fully evaluate the implications of ad-
vanced aviation technologies, ASAC requires a flexible financial analysis tool that
credibly links the technology of flight with the financial performance of commer-
cial air carriers. By linking technical and financial information, NASA ensures
that its technology programs will continue to benefit the user community. In addi-
tion, the analysis tool must be capable of being incorporated into the wide-ranging
suite of economic and technical models that comprise ASAC.
This report describes an Air Carrier Cost-Benefit Model (CBM) that meets these
requirements. The ASAC CBM is distinguished from many of the aviation cost-
benefit models by its exclusive focus on commercial air carriers. The model con-
siders such benefit categories as time and fuel savings, utilization opportunities,
reliability and capacity enhancements, and safety and security improvements. The
model distinguishes between benefits that are predictable and those that occur
randomly. By making such a distinction, the model captures the ability of air car-
riers to reoptimize scheduling and crew assignments for predictable benefits. In
addition, the model incorporates a life-cycle cost module for new technology,
which applies the costs of nonrecurring acquisitions, recurring maintenance and
operation, and training to each aircraft equipment type independently.
TheCBM calculatescoreoperatingcostsusinganactivity-basedcostapproach,
whichwasfirst developedfor theFunctionalCostModule(FCM) of theAir Car-
rier InvestmentModel (ACIM). Theapproachisusedto estimateoperatingcosts
in six categoriesin relationto output,input prices,andinputproductivity.The
defaultparametersof themodelfor priceandproductivityarepopulatedwith
publicly availabledatafrom thelargestthreeU.S.carriers.Thus,thedefault
modelis developedfor arepresentativeairline,whichfacilitatesits usefor build-
ing consensusaboutaviationinvestments.In addition,themodelincorporatesa
databaseof alternateparameters,whichenablestheuserto customizetheanalysis
for specificair carriersor groupsof air carriers.
Thebasicoutputof themodelincludescalculationsof netpresentvalue(NPV)
andduration.1In addition,wehavesupplementedthebasicoutputwith asensitiv-
ity analysisandsimulationmodulethatallowstheuserto selectvariablesfor sen-
sitivity analysisandinputdataranges.Thesensitivityanalysisalgorithmproduces
atornadodiagram,which summarizesthe sensitivityof theresultsto independent
variationsin selectedvariables.ThesimulationalgorithmusesMonteCarlodraws
to produceadistributionfor thebasicoutputin relation to thesimultaneousvaria-
tion in theselectedvariables.
Thisreportillustrates the use of the model, in conjunction with other ASAC mod-
els, for evaluating the projected costs and benefits of a hypothetical innovation for
reducing runway occupancy time and approach separation standards. The hypo-
thetical technology scenario demonstrates net benefits to the representative air car-
rier, but contains substantial risk. The model identifies the variables that
contribute to the range of uncertainty.
Introduction
NASA's ROLE IN PROMOTING AVIATION
TECHNOLOGY
The United States has long been the world's leader in aviation technology. During
the past several decades, U.S. firms have transformed their technological leader-
ship into a thriving industry with large domestic and international sales of aircraft
and related products.
Despite the industry's record of success, the difficult business environment of the
recent past has stimulated concerns about the U.S. aeronautics industry maintain-
ing its worldwide leadership. Increased competition, both technological and finan-
1 Duration is the concept, from finance, for measuring the timing of the cash flows. Duration is
discussed in a subsequent section of this report.
cial, from Europeanandothernon-U.S,aircraftmanufacturers,hasreducedthe
globalmarketshareof U.S.producersof largecivil transportaircraftandcut the
numberof largeU.S.airframemanufacturersto only one(Boeing).
Theprimaryrole of NASA in supportingcivil aviationis to developtechnologies
for improvingtheoverallperformanceof theintegratedair transportationsystem,
makingair travel saferandmoreefficient,andcontributingto theeconomicwel-
fareof theUnitedStates.NASA conductsmuchof thebasicandearlyappliedre-
searchthatcreatestheadvancedtechnologyintroducedinto theair transportation
system.Throughits technologyresearchprogram,NASA aimsto maintainand
improvetheU.S.leadershipin aviationtechnologyandair transportationheldfor
thepasthalf century.
TheprincipalNASA programsupportingsubsonictransportationis theAdvanced
SubsonicTechnology(AST)program.In cooperationwith theFederalAviation
Administration(FAA) andtheU.S.aeronauticsindustry,NASA usestheAST
programto develophigh-payofftechnologiesfor developinga safe,environmen-
tally acceptable,andhighly productiveglobalair transportationsystem.NASA
measuresthelong-termsuccessof its AST programby how well it contributesto
increasingmarketsharefor U.S.producersof civil aircraftandaircraft-component
andto increasingtheeffectivenessandcapacityof thenationalair transportation
system.
NASA's RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
To assist the U.S. aviation industry with the technological challenges of the future,
NASA must identify research areas that have the greatest potential for improving
the operation of the air transportation system. Therefore, NASA seeks to develop
the ability to evaluate the potential impact of various advanced technologies. By
thoroughly understanding the economic impacts of advanced aviation technolo-
gies and by evaluating how the new technologies will be used in the integrated
aviation system, NASA aims to balance its aeronautical research program and
help speed the introduction of high-leverage technologies. To meet these objec-
tives, NASA is building an ASAC.
GOAL OF THE ASAC PROJECT: IDENTIFYING AND
EVALUATING PROMISING TECHNOLOGIES
NASA's principal goal for ASAC is to credibly evaluate the economic and tech-
nological impacts of advanced aviation technologies on the integrated aviation
system. Then NASA will use the evaluations to assist program managers with se-
lecting the most beneficial mix of technologies for NASA to invest in. The tech-
nologies encompass both broad areas, such as propulsion or navigation systems,
and more specific projects in the broader categories. In general, engineering
analysesof thiskind requiremultidisciplinaryexpertise,possiblyusingseveral
modelsof different componentsandtechnologiesandconsideringmultiplealter-
nativesandoutcomes.
ASAC Focus: AIRLINE ECONOMICS AND
INVESTMENT BEHAVIOR
ASAC differs from previous NASA modeling efforts in that the economic be-
havior of buyers and sellers in the air transportation and aviation industries is
central to its conception. Commercial air carriers, in particular, represent an
important stakeholder in this community. Therefore, to fully evaluate the implica-
tions of advanced aviation technologies, ASAC must have a flexible financial-
analysis tool that credibly links the technology of flight with the financial
performance of commercial air carriers. By linking financial and technological
information, NASA ensures that its technology programs will continue to demon-
strate net benefits to the user community. In addition, the analysis tool must be
capable of being incorporated into the wide-ranging suite of economic and techni-
cal models that comprise ASAC. The remainder of this report describes an Air
Carrier CBM that meets NASA's requirements.
Overview of the Air Carrier Cost-Benefit Model
In creating the Air Carrier CBM, we had some specific goals in mind. Our pri-
mary objective was to create a flexible financial analysis tool for credibly esti-
mating the benefits to airline operators from proposed technical and procedural
innovations. Underlying the objective was NASA's realization that future tech-
nologies must demonstrate net benefits to the user community. In addition, we
recognized the notion that existing aggregate-level cost-benefit methodologies,
which consider a much broader scope of benefits than those affecting only com-
mercial air carriers, often lack sufficient operational complexity to establish credi-
bility with airline operators. Therefore, because we realized that existing ASAC
models are designed to address the broader scope of the integrated aviation com-
munity, we chose to focus exclusively on commercial air carriers for this model.
We envisioned a model with the capability of evaluating financial impacts to air-
lines under a variety of user-defined technology scenarios. Because investment in
new technology is subject to a variety of risks, we determined early that a sensi-
tivity-analysis capability was essential. In addition, we envisioned the capability
of inputting benefits, costs, and penetration assumptions separately by aircraft
type. We envisioned the capability of customizing the analysis to represent spe-
cific air carriers or groups of air carriers.
BACKGROUND
To satisfy our objectives, we did several things before developing the model.
First, we extensively reviewed a set of literature on cost-benefit analysis in the
aviation community that included the following:
• A set of existing aviation cost-benefit methodologies and models
• Approaches and methods for modeling air carrier operating costs
• Material related to forthcoming innovations in aircraft and air-traffic man-
agement technologies.
Second, we met with representatives from several major air carriers, a major air-
frame equipment manufacturer, an industry focus group, and key NASA personnel
to discuss the requirements for the model and to obtain input for developing the
model. Third, we analyzed the availability and suitability of publicly available
data sources for populating the parameters of the model. Fourth, we specified a
preliminary design for the model and obtained feedback from the industry and
NASA representatives. The most significant findings from our background re-
search are discussed below.
Review of Related Literature
We reviewed nine aviation cost-benefit models and methodologies. 2 To assist in
organizing the materials, we developed a two-dimensional classification system.
The first dimension was the scope of the costs and benefits considered by the
model. The scope of the models ranged from extremely narrow, in which the costs
and benefits were limited to a single equipment type, to extremely broad, in which
the benefits to the aviation community, flying public, and general society were
considered. The second dimension was the level of detail of the modeling approach.
Methods ranged from highly detailed bottom-up approaches, in which the operating
costs were calculated differentially by phase of flight and equipment type, to aggre-
gate-level top-down approaches, in which industry averages were applied uniformly
to all equipment types and carriers. As expected, a high degree of correlation exists
between the dimensions. Figure 1 summarizes our findings.
2 Appendix A contains additional detail about the methodologies we reviewed.
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Figure 1 also illustrates the most important finding from our review. Other than
airline proprietary analysis, no general CBM exists that focuses exclusively on the
air carriers and can be used for modeling operating costs at an appropriate level of
detail. Our finding echoes concerns we heard during our visits with industry rep-
resentatives. Therefore, we concluded that many of the existing models either do
not provide enough detail or attempt to provide more detail than can credibly be
modeled in a financial analysis. An example of the former is that most models did
not distinguish operating costs by aircraft type. An example of the latter is that
several of the models differentiated fuel burn by phase of flight through the use of
differential thrust settings. Although the latter details are important to consider,
we contend that such topics are more appropriately analyzed using an operational
model, such as the ASAC Flight Segment Cost Model (FSCM), rather than a
financial-analysis model. Therefore, we envisioned a CBM that recognized the
important distinction between operational issues and financial issues. Fortunately,
the broad scope of ASAC models allows for such a distinction.
From our review of CBMs, we also identified a number of desirable features to
incorporate. These include a distinction between predictable and random time and
fuel savings, a nonlinear relationship between time savings and additional aircraft
use, and an explicit mechanism for sensitivity analysis. In addition, we identified a
set of benefit and life-cycle cost categories for including in the model. Benefit
categories include time and fuel savings, maintenance reliability enhancements,
safety and security enhancements, capacity enhancements, various use and reve-
nue opportunities, and risk mitigation. The life-cycle cost categories include ac-
quisition and installation, operation and maintenance, recurring and nonrecurring
training, and infrastructure.
Another issue that emerged from our review of CBMs was the need to establish a
baseline scenario from which financial impacts could be assessed. In many of the
models we reviewed, the baseline against which the benefits of new technology
werebeingmeasuredwasunclear.In thecaseof time savings,for example,it was
notclearwhethertime savingsweremeasuredagainstthecurrentoperatingenvi-
ronmentor somepredictedenvironmentof thefuture.TheASAC CBM elimi-
natestheconfusionby measuringtheeffectof technologyagainstaclearlydefined
baselinescenario.Furthermore,thebaselineassumptionsarefully editable,ena-
bling auserto defineacustombaseline.
In reviewingmethodsfor modelingair carrieroperatingcosts,wehadthreegoals
in mind.Ourfirst goalwasto evaluatevarioustaxonomiesusedto classifyaircraft
operatingcosts.Our secondgoalwasto identify viablealternativesto thefunc-
tionalcostapproachdevelopedfor theFCM of theACIM. Our thirdgoalwasto
researchdefaultvaluesfor parametersthatarenoteasilydeducedfrom publicly
availabledatasources.With regardto costtaxonomies,we foundahigh degreeof
conformityamongall of thedocumentswe reviewed.Similarly,we foundthatthe
majority of thecost-modelingmethodsweresimilar to theactivity-basedcostap-
proachusedin theFCM. However,severalmethodsusedamorefundamental
parametriccostapproachcommonto engineeringapplications.Onthebasisof our
experiencewith theFCM, theneedfor themodelto interactwith existingASAC
models,andthesuitabilityof publicly availabledata,weoptedfor anactivity-
basedcostapproach.
Ourreviewof forthcomingaircraftandair traffic managementinnovationscon-
sistedof NASA AmesConceptof Operations[5], FAA NationalAirspaceSystem
Architecture[11], NASA AST Level II ProgramPlan[2], andvariouspublica-
tionsfrom theAir EconomicsGroup[14].We reviewedthepublicationsto iden-
tify thetypesof innovationsthatthemodelshouldevaluate.We concludedthat,
althoughthescopeof benefitsis broad,by usingthebenefitcategoriesidentified
in the literatureandthemodel,in conjunctionwith otherASAC models,wecan
adequatelyaddressforthcomingaircraftandair traffic managementinnovations.
Visits with Industry and NASA Representatives
In conjunction with our review of literature, we visited representatives of several
major air carriers and a major aircraft manufacturer, an industry focus group, and
key NASA personnel. Our goal in meeting with these people was to discuss user
requirements and issues related to using cost-benefit analysis in the aviation
community. In addition, we intended to obtain feedback on our approach and pre-
liminary design specifications. Among industry representatives, we found strong
support for our focus on commercial air carriers exclusively. Many representatives
envisioned using the CBM for developing consensus among commercial air carri-
ers regarding the benefits of investments in aviation infrastructure. Therefore, they
encouraged us to populate the model with data from a representative (as opposed
to an actual) airline to facilitate building consensus. They also strongly supported
using a probabilistic approach to cost-benefit analysis instead of a deterministic
approach. In addition, we obtained positive feedback on the overall approach and
received a host of suggestions for improving the model. We found support from
NASA representatives for integrating the CBM with other ASAC models as well
as for adding a sensitivity analysis capability. We also received positive feedback
on our preliminary model design and incorporated a number of the suggestions.
Data Availability
From the beginning, we envisioned a model whose parameters were populated
exclusively from publicly available information. Therefore, in the initial phase of
the task, we evaluated the suitability of such data for our purposes. Most of the
data requirements were satisfied with information derived from Department of
Transportation (DOT) Form 41 reports. 3 Form 41 reports contain a host of quar-
terly and annual operational and financial statistics for each air carrier. Some
schedules of the Form 41 reports are available at the aircraft-equipment level of
detail and others at the airline level. The schedules containing the equipment level
of detail include P-5.1 Aircraft Operating Expenses-Group I Carriers; P-5.2 Air-
craft Operating Expenses--Group II and III Carriers; and T-2 Traffic, Capacity,
and Operations. In general, we designed the model to take advantage of the finest
level of detail available from the Form 41 data. In addition, we supplemented the
Form 41 reports with aircraft fleet data from AvSoft's Aircraft Analytical System
(ACAS) [ 1] and cost-of-capital information from Ibbotson Associates [16].
MODELING APPROACH
The ASAC approach, in general, is one in which the data are analyzed by linking
the inputs and outputs of distinct models to form an analysis chain. For example, a
new air traffic management technology is first evaluated with an operational
model, such as the airport capacity model, to determine the impact on capacity.
Output from the capacity model subsequently is passed to the airport delay model
to evaluate the impact on delay. Finally, delay figures are passed to an economic
model of air carrier costs, such as the FCM, to evaluate the potential savings. In
this way, the ASAC approach ensures that operational issues are addressed with
operational models and economic issues are addressed with economic models.
Thus, we envisioned a cost-benefit model that focused primarily on financial
analysis issues and relied on other ASAC models for operational inputs. This ap-
proach is demonstrated in a later section of this report in the evaluation of a hy-
pothetical technology that reduces runway occupancy times and separation
standards. Figure 2 superimposes the ASAC CBM on the findings from our re-
view of existing cost-benefit models.
3 Appendix B provides additional detail of the DOT Form 41 schedules.
Figure 2. ASAC CBM Approach
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As shown in Figure 2, the ASAC CBM receives input from a host of ASAC op-
erational models, including the FSCM and the Airport Capacity and Delay Mod-
els. As outlined above, the CBM focuses exclusively on financial analysis of the
commercial air carriers. For broader analyses, such as the impact of new technol-
ogy on aircraft manufacturers or the traveling public, output can be passed to the
ACIM. In addition, the ACIM also may provide input to the CBM in the form of
fare yield changes and traffic growth rates.
The CBM takes a bottom-up approach in which operating costs are estimated at
the aircraft-equipment level and aggregated to obtain airline costs. Thus, the pa-
rameters that determine direct aircraft operating costs, such as crew labor rates,
are different for each type of equipment. However, some parameters, such as
those that determine revenue and indirect operating costs, are only available at
the airline level of aggregation. The default parameters of the model are derived
from the most recent DOT Form 41 reports for the largest three U.S. carriers--
American, Delta, and United. Thus, the parameters of the model represent a hy-
pothetical airline composed of a weighted average of the three carriers. Therefore,
financial analysis that uses the default parameters of the model is representative of
a large major carrier.
In addition to the default parameters of the model, we also have developed a data-
base of alternative parameters for each carrier or carrier group, such as small ma-
jors or nationals. The database allows the analysis to be tailored to a particular set
of carriers. Like the default parameters, the alternative parameters are drawn from
publicly available Form 41 reports. Further detail about the database of alternative
parameters is in a later section of this report.
From the beginning, we envisioned a sensitivity analysis and simulation capability
that would assess the sensitivity of the results to variations in key assumptions. We
made a distinction between sensitivity analysis, in which the effect of deviations
in one assumption are evaluated holding all other assumptions constant, and
simulationanalysis,in which MonteCarlodrawsareusedto assesstheeffectof
varyingall assumptions imultaneously.To implementthis sensitivityanalysisand
simulationcapability,weevaluatedseveralcommercialdecision-sciencesoftware
packages.However,werequiredsofew of thecapabilitiesof thepackagesthatwe
couldnot justify requiringtheuserto purchasethesoftwareto run thesefunctions.
In addition,severaltechnicalandlegal issueswereinvolvedwith developinga
graphicaluserinterfacearoundsuchpackages.Therefore,wedecidedto develop
thesensitivityanalysisandsimulationcapabilitiesourselves.
Derivation of the Air Carrier Cost-Benefit Model
This section describes the derivation of the CBM. We begin with a high-level dis-
cussion of the model's structure. We then discuss the types of benefits that can be
assessed by the model. The discussion is followed with a description of the life-
cycle cost module that is used for estimating cost streams of the new technology.
We discuss the model's core operating cost calculations that use a variant of the
activity-based cost approach developed for the ACIM. Finally, we discuss the out-
put of the model and refer the interested reader to Appendix C for a discussion of
the default baseline assumptions.
STRUCTURE OF THE MODEL
Like other ASAC models, the CBM measures the impact of technological change
against a clearly defined baseline. To analyze the change, therefore, requires
specifying two distinct scenarios--a baseline scenario and a revised scenario. The
baseline scenario is intended to capture the most likely future set of outcomes in
the absence of the new technology (other than innovations explicitly treated in the
forecast). As described in Appendix C, we have provided a set of default assump-
tions that we believe accurately reflect the future expectations. However, we also
have provided the capability of modifying all of the baseline assumptions so that a
user may specify a customized baseline. Conversely, the revised scenario is in-
tended to capture the most likely set of outcomes in the presence of additional
new technology. Thus, differences between the revised scenario and the baseline
scenario, with regard to the financial status of the carrier, are attributed to the in-
cremental new technology. Figure 3 illustrates the concept.
As shown in Figure 3, the primary inputs to the model consist of a baseline sce-
nario and a set of revised assumptions that capture the effect of technology. The
set includes parameters related to air travel demand, airline cost and productivity,
life-cycle costs for new equipment and training, and the timing and penetration of
the technological impact. The main outputs of the model are NPV and duration
calculations. In addition, the user may access a set of additional outputs, such as
annual cash flows, operating costs, and operating revenue, by equipment type or
10
aggregated at the airline level. Not shown in Figure 3 is the sensitivity analysis
capability, which is discussed in a later section of this report.
Figure 3. Schematic of the Air Carrier CBM
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BENEFITS ADDRESSED BY MODEL
Overview
From our review of existing cost-benefit models, we identified a set of standard
benefit categories for including in the model. Although all variables in the model
may be modified for assessing the benefits of technology, the standard categories
represent the most likely drivers of future benefits. In several cases, the categories
represent predefined links between the primary impact of an innovation on cost
and subsequent secondary impacts, such as revenue enhancement. The main types
of benefits that are addressed by the model are shown in the first column of Fig-
ure 4. Each benefit category has a primary effect on costs as shown in the second
column. Some categories lead to further impacts by offering additional benefit
opportunities. For example, in the case of predictable fuel savings, additional
payload opportunities arise for flights that have constrained payloads or range.
Benefit categories that offer additional opportunities are shown in Figure 4 with
dashed lines.
We make a distinction between time and fuel savings that are predictable and ran-
dom. In general, predictable savings are more valuable than random savings be-
cause predictable savings enable the airline to reoptimize the scheduling and fuel-
load calculations. The reoptimization is reflected in Figure 4, with predictable time
and fuel savings leading to additional opportunities, while random savings do not.
In actuality, the value of predictable savings also depends on the time horizon. Ac-
cording to Russell Chew [8], the most valuable savings are those that can be pre-
dicted several years in advance because the time horizon for capital planning deci-
sions is long. Similarly, savings that can be predicted at least 12 months in advance
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Utilization
are within the time frame for resource (i.e. manpower, and training) planning.
Savings that can be predicted at least 90 days in advance are within the time frame
for schedule planning. Savings that can be predicted at least 30 minutes in advance
are within the time frame for dispatching and fuel-load planning. Thus, our dis-
tinction between predictable and random savings abstracts from the full complexity
of the time-dimension issue.
Figure 4. Benefit Categories
Benefit category Cost im pact Additional opportunity
Predictableblock time
Randomblock time
Reliability
_-- - -_.__ Aircraf._____tcapita._____l- - - -_Q_tilization opportunit_
.,2 _ Schedule
Predictable ___.._
fuel savings Fuel _ - - --_ ______ayload opportuni_
Random
fuel savings
Safety/secu rity_ }, _su rance-loss-dam aga_
enhancements Y
Capacity __ _ _ _
enhancementsJ -_. Infrastructure ._- .... _.G rowth opportuni_
(Risk mitigation _- .... _'_ Indirect _- - - -_=leduction in uncertaint_
Both predictable and random time savings reduce operating costs by reducing the
block-time requirements for flights of a given length. Predictable time savings
also may reduce aircraft capital expenses or lead to additional utilization opportu-
nities as discussed below. Random time savings reduce schedule recovery costs,
such as for passenger or baggage misconnects. Reliability enhancements, such as
improved software or more durable engine components, primarily affect mainte-
nance costs. Both predictable and random fuel savings reduce fuel expenses.
However, predictable fuel savings also are subject to a multiplier effect because
less fuel is consumed to carry the fuel load. Safety and security enhancements,
such as cargo-hold smoke detectors, primarily affect insurance, loss, and damage
rates. As described in Appendix C, capacity enhancements result in increased in-
frastructure costs but offer additional growth opportunities. Risk mitigation in-
creases indirect costs, but reduces risk. We envision several types of risks that
include technical, implementation, financial, market, and political. Risk mitigation
will be addressed in the discussion of the sensitivity analysis capability.
Opportunity
When predictable time savings are realized, an aircraft may be able to fly an addi-
tional flight segment at the end of a schedule day. To determine if predictable time
savings are sufficiently large, we compare the predicted time savings with a criti-
cal value that depends on the flexibility of the airline' s decisions about scheduling
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aircraftandcrew.Thebasicquestionweareaddressingis whatmagnitudeof
savingsarerequiredto generateadditionalflight segmentsattheendof a schedule
day.On oneextreme,weassumethatthereisno flexibility in theschedulingdeci-
sion.In thatcase,eachaircraft in thefleetmustgenerateenoughtime savingsit-
self to allowanadditionalflight. So,for example,if aparticularaircraftflies
5 flight segmentsperdayat anaverageblock timeof 2hoursper flight, then--
abstractingfrom thepossibilityof increasingthenumberof daily block hours--a
totalsavingsof 20minutesperflight is requiredto generateoneadditionalflight.
As shownin Equation1--in which thesubscript0 denotestheperiodbeforetime
savingsarerealizedand 1denotesthetimeperiodafter--the algorithmusedby
themodelalsoincorporatesthepossibilitythatthenumberof daily block hours
maybeincreased.
Critical valuet_ _,= Average block time o
Total block timel(per aircraft per day)
(Dai(v flight segmentso (per aircraft per day)+ 1)
[Eq. 1]
Thus, Equation 1 is used to calculate the minimum amount of time savings re-
quired for each aircraft to generate one additional flight segment as a function of
the average block time, the number of flight segments per day, and the total block
time per day. Therefore, the number of additional flights is given by Equation 2,
in which "fleet" denotes the number of aircraft of a particular type.
(.Time savings (per flight).l
Additional flightSLo w = Fleet x Truncation _ Critical valUeLo w J
[Eq. 21
At the other extreme, we assume that there is unlimited flexibility in the schedul-
ing decision. In this case, the time savings contributed by each aircraft to a general
pool determines the number of additional flight segments possible. Equations 3
and 4 represent the critical value and number of additional flights under the as-
sumption of unlimited flexibility.
Total block time 1 (all aircraft per day)
Critical valueHig h = Average block time 0 (Dailv flight segmentso(all aircrafi per dav)+ l ) [Eq. 3]
Time savings (per flight)l
Additional flightsmg h = Truncation Critical valueHig h J
[Eq. 4]
The actual number of additional flights generated is determined by a weighted av-
erage of the low and high estimates. The weights are adjusted by the schedule
flexibility parameter that ranges between 0 and 1. When the schedule flexibility
parameter has a value of 0, the low estimate receives all of the weight. Con-
versely, when the schedule flexibility parameter has a value of 1, the high estimate
receives all of the weight. Since the time intervals of the model correspond to cal-
endar years, it is very likely that the schedule flexibility is quite high. Therefore,
we use a default value of 0.8.
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The analysis described above is carried out separately for each aircraft type. We
assume that the length, duration, and load factor for additional flights are equal to
the average value for the relevant equipment type. We apply the average passen-
ger yield to the traffic generated by the additional flight segments. Also, because
aircraft capital expenses are assessed per aircraft per day, the additional flight seg-
ments do not incur additional capital expenses. Thus, the net benefit of an addi-
tional flight is the difference between the revenue obtained and the variable oper-
ating costs incurred.
Figure 5. Schematic of Life-Cycle Cost Module
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•Flight crews
•Block hours
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•Annual operation and maintenance
•Recurring training
•Equipage timing and penetration
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CALCULATING AIR CARRIER OPERATING COSTS
To estimate direct operating costs, the CBM follows an activity-based cost ap-
proach originally developed for the FCM of the ACIM [20]. The approach explic-
itly calculates operating costs in each of six categories as a function of total out-
put, input factor productivities, and per-unit input prices. The cost analysis is
based on data from DOT Form 41 in conjunction with detailed aircraft fleet
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inventories from ACAS and information about airline cost of capital from Ibbot-
son Associates [16]. The cost data follow each air carrier with annual observations
from 1985-1995. Appendix B provides details about the allocation of operating
costs to functional cost categories.
Whereas the FCM focuses on 26 air carriers and calculates operating costs at the
airline level of aggregation, the CBM focuses on a single carrier and calculates
operating costs at the aircraft-equipment level. Figure 6 illustrates the CBM con-
cept. The more finely detailed approach of the CBM enables users to evaluate the
impact of technology differentially by equipment type. The model can consider as
many as 23 different equipment types9 This set of equipment types includes the
18 equipment types in use at the end of 1996 by the largest three carriers, an addi-
tional 4 equipment types in use by the alternative carriers, and an unspecified
equipment type for evaluating future aircraft models. Thus, the default model has
vacancies for up to 5 new equipment types. To facilitate various types of analysis,
the model accepts input parameters at the equipment level of detail, by groupings
of equipment types, or globally. The predefined groupings capture such charac-
teristics as single-aisle aircraft, multi-aisle aircraft, Boeing aircraft, and Airbus
aircraft
Figure 6. Calculations of Airline Operating Costs
Total airline
RPM
I
I
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Total airline
_, indirect operating
COSTS
I
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_-I Idirect °peratingi_" t
_1 costs I
I
I
Equipment_t_[revenue
Total airline
revenue
Life-cycle
COSTS
J
Total airline
operating profit
As shown in Figure 6, the algorithm begins with the projected revenue passenger
miles (RPM) for the entire airline. 5 Then the aggregate traffic forecast is allocated
to each equipment type in accordance with assumptions about RPM shares speci-
fied by the user. The assumptions allow the user the flexibility to phase out older
equipment types, increase existing equipment types, and add new equipment
4 As described in Appendix D, we generally follow the DOT Form 41 conventions for spec i-
fying equipment types. In a number of cases, however, we combined equipment types that are
separate in Form 41 reports.
5 One revenue passenger (a person receiving air transportation from the air carrier for which
the carrier is remunerated) transported one statute mile.
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types.Passengert affic at theequipmentlevel,asmeasuredby RPM, subse-
quentlydrivesthecalculationof directoperatingcostsandrevenue.Next,the
equipment-levelcalculationsof directoperatingcostsandrevenueareaggregated
at theairline level.Estimatesof indirectoperatingcosts,derivedfrom theairline-
level traffic, arecombinedwith costestimatesfrom thelife-cyclecostmoduleto
obtaintotalairlinecosts.Finally, total operatingexpensesarecomparedwith total
operatingrevenuesto determineoperatingprofits.
Estimatingequipment-leveloperatingcostsfrom equipment-leveltraffic projec-
tionsrequiresseveralintermediatesteps.As shownin Figure7, theequipment-
levelRPMforecastis first convertedto availableseatmiles(ASM) by usingaset
of assumptionsaboutequipment-specificloadfactors.6FromASM, weobtainthe
requiredaircraftmilesby usingtheseatingconfigurationusedby thecarrier.By
usingasetof equipment-specificassumptionsregardingblock speed,weobtain
thenumberof blockhoursflown from thenumberof aircraftmiles.Finally, we
obtaintheaircraftfleet requirementsfrom thenumberof blockhoursusinga set
of assumptionsof equipment-specificutilization.
Figure 7. Calculations of Equipment-Level Direct Operating Costs
E.u,pmentI [Ava,.ab.eseatlI ..... I I A,rcra.1 I
RPM . ,_lrcraf[ miles _-_ block hours __ r-lee[
" "
Load factor Seat,ng. Averagee_lOck [
I I [ c°nr'gura"°n [ L Utilization
Insurance- Maintenance Flight Fuel Capital costs
Other loss-damage personnel
I I
Airframe Compensation
I I
Engine Training
I
Burden
As shown in Figure 7, the majority of the operating costs are derived from the
block-hour projections. The operating costs consist of fuel, flight personnel labor,
maintenance, insurance, loss, damage, and other direct expenses. Aircraft capital
costs, however, are driven by the number of aircraft in the fleet as opposed to the
number of block hours flown. This distinction allows the airline to take full ad-
vantage of additional aircraft utilization benefits without incurring additional
capital charges. Some cost categories contain more than one cost item. Mainte-
nance costs, for example, are composed of aircraft and engine subcategories in
addition to overhead, or burden. Maintenance burden is a function of the sum of
airframe and engine maintenance costs, as opposed to block hours.
6 One available seat of capacity transported a statute mile.
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Not shownin Figure7 aretherevenuecalculationsthatapplytheairline-level
passengeryield assumptionsto theequipment-leveltraffic projections.Suchan
approachabstractsfrom thefact thatpassengeryieldvariessignificantlybetween
equipmentypesmainlybecauseof differencesin averagestagelength.Unfortu-
nately,DOTForm41 revenuedataareavailableonly for theairlinelevelof agre-
gation.In anattemptto disaggregatetherevenuedata,wedevelopedanecono-
metricmodelof passengeryield asafunctionof stagelengthby usingDOT origin
anddestinationdata.Althoughweobtainedoutstandingstatisticalresultsfrom the
sampledata,we foundthat themodelfailedto accuratelyestimatedatapointsout-
sidethesamplerange.In particular,becauseourdatasetwasrestrictedto U.S.do-
mesticoperations,themodelfailed to accuratelyestimateyieldsfor stagelengths
in excessof 3,000miles.Therefore,we fell backon theinitial approachof apply-
ing theassumptionsaboutairline-levelyield to theequipment-leveltraffic projec-
tions.
Alsonot shownin Figure7 arethecalculationsof air cargo.Projectionsof air
cargotraffic areobtainedby applyingassumptionsaboutequipment-specificargo
loadsto aircraftmile estimates.Theresultis aprojectionfor thenumberof cargo
revenuetonmiles(RTM) flown by eachequipmenttype.7Applying assumptions
aboutairline-levelcargoyieldsto theequipment-levelRTM projectionsproduces
anestimateof cargorevenueby equipmentype.Finally, therevenueestimatesare
aggregatedto obtainairline-levelcargorevenues.
In eachcostcategory,theoperatingexpensesaredeterminedby theinteractionof
oneor moreproductivityparametersandaper-unitinput costparameter.For ex-
ample,in thecaseof fuel expenses,totalcostsaretheproductof totalblock hours
flown (output),fuel consumptionperblockhour (productivity),andfuel priceper
gallon(inputprice).Figure8illustratesthecalculationsusedby themodelfor
eachcostcategory.AppendixB providesadditionaldetailabouttheallocationof
costsitemsto functionalcostcategories.
v One ton (2,000 pounds) of revenue traffic transported one statute mile.
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Figure 8. Operating Cost Calculations
Fuel costs=block hours x
fuel price gallons
X
gallon block hours
Flight personnel compensation = block hours x labor rate (burdened)
Engine maintenance = block hours x
(maint. labor + maint, maO
block hour
(maint. labor + maint, mat)
Airframe maintenance = block hoursx block hour
Maintenance burden = burden rate x (airframe + engine maint.)
Flight equipment capital costs = aircraft x
capital charges
aircraft
Insurance loss damage costs = block hours x insurance loss damage rate
Other DOC = block hours x other DOC rate
With the exception of aircraft capital charges, each parameter is derived from the
equipment-specific base-year DOT Form 41 observations. Thus, for each equip-
ment type the base-year cost estimates exactly match the carrier's Form 41 filing.
To the extent that the parameters follow predictable trends, the cost estimates re-
main accurate over the forecast horizon.
We estimated the capital costs of flight equipment in an especially detailed man-
ner. We began with the 1996 inventory of aircraft from the AvSoft fleet database.
The database contains detailed information about the age of each aircraft in a car-
rier's fleet. By using model-specific resale price information from Airclaims' In-
ternational Aircraft Price Guide [ 17], we estimated the value of each aircraft as a
function of its age. Totaling all of the aircraft in a carrier's fleet gives a measure
of the total value of the flight equipment.
We applied depreciation and cost-of-capital charges to the value of the flight
equipment. The parameter for depreciation charges is 3.3 percent, which results
from the standard straight-line approach with a useful life of 30 years and no re-
sidual value. The parameter for cost-of-capital charges is 9.8 percent, which was
derived by aggregating carrier-specific cost-of-capital charges published by Ibbot-
son Associates [ 16]. Thus, the flight equipment capital costs were calculated as
13.1 percent of the carrier's aircraft inventory value. As with all parameters in the
CBM, the cost-of-capital parameter represents a constant-dollar value.
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Theadvantageof ourapproachis thattheresultingmeasureof capitalcostin-
cludestheopportunitycostof thecarrier'sinvestmentin equipmentwhereasde-
preciationchargestakendirectly from Form41 reportsdonot.We usean
economicapproachfor determiningthecostsof capitalinsteadof the lessdesir-
ableaccountingapproach.Nevertheless,the impactof thiseconomicapproach
mustbeconsideredwheninterpretingtheoperatingprofitsoutputby themodel.
As in theFCM, adiscrepancyexistsbetweentheoperatingprofits determinedby
themodelandthosereportedin Form41,which is causedby theopportunitycost
of flight equipmentcapital.We call theprofits measuredby ourapproachadjusted
operating profit.
To evaluate the impact of the opportunity costs on profit rates, we compared the
base-year-adjusted operating profit margin measured by the model with the re-
ported accounting profit margins. Industry-wide, the discrepancy was approxi-
mately 2 percent and was of similar magnitude for each carrier. Because the
industry generally expects to earn approximately a 5 percent operating profit mar-
gin to finance expansion and fleet acquisition, we expect our model to produce
adjusted operating profit margins of approximately 3 percent. As discussed in Ap-
pendix C, our baseline scenario meets these expectations.
With regard to indirect operating costs, we distinguish three cost categories. The
categories are landing fees, air traffic control charges, and other indirect charges.
Although landing fees are incurred system-wide, air traffic control charges are in-
curred only during international operations. An exception would be a flight be-
tween U.S. domestic locations that passes under the jurisdiction of a foreign air
traffic control authority, such as NAV Canada. Indirect charges are calculated us-
ing the same activity-based cost approach as for direct charges. The cost driver for
landing fees is the number of operations, while the driver for other indirect charg-
es is ASM. Similarly, air traffic control charges are a function of the block-hour
rate and the percentage of block hours subject to charges. We approximate the
percentage by the proportion of block hours incurred in international service.
MODEL OUTPUT
In addition to the sensitivity analysis capability, the model has several basic out-
puts. One output is a calculation of the net present value of the technology in-
vestment under consideration. Another output is a calculation of duration, which
measures the time dimension of the cash flows. In addition, the model provides
access to many underlying calculations, such as the discounted and nondiscounted
cash flows, total airline revenues and expenses under the baseline and revised
scenarios, and equipment-specific cost calculations under the baseline and revised
scenarios. The following paragraphs discuss the model's basic output.
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Net Present Value
The calculation of net present value represents the most fundamental output of the
model. The variable summarizes the value of the net discounted cash flows of the
technology of the revised scenario. Specifically, for each year of the forecast pe-
riod, the model calculates the difference between the baseline operating profit
stream and the revised operating profits. The differences subsequently are dis-
counted at a rate specified by the user and summed to obtain NPV. Thus, the re-
vised scenario, which includes both the cost and benefit impacts of the new
technology, is measured against a clearly defined baseline. In calculating the NPV,
the model implicitly assumes that all profit streams are realized at the end of the
calendar year.
Duration
Duration, a concept from finance, measures the speed at which cash flows are re-
alized, s Because investment decisions are highly sensitive to changes in the un-
derlying assumptions---even beyond those that can be addressed with sensitivity
analysis--the concept of duration also is often associated with risk. That is, an
investment with a payback period of 1 year is far less susceptible to unanticipated
risk than an investment with a 10-year payback, even if the results have been suit-
ably discounted. We included duration as an output of the model to address simi-
lar concerns that were raised during our visits with airline representatives. Spe-
cifically, airline representatives cautioned that a positive business case required
attention to the timing of the cash flows in addition to a suitably positive NPV.
To illustrate the concept of duration, consider the examples presented in Table 1.
Although both investments have the same NPV, assuming an 8 percent discount
rate, investment B generates the cash flows twice as fast as investment A. To the
extent that both investments may involve unanticipated risk in the outyears, in-
vestment B is superior. Thus, the concept of duration measures the speed with
which the cash flows are realized.
Table 1. Duration Example
Year Investment A Investment B
0
1
2
3
4
NPV at 8 percent
Duration
-$1,ooo
$o
$o
$o
$11,698
$7,598
4.53
-$1,ooo
$4,000
$3,000
$2,000
$1,ooo
$7,598
2.18
8For more information on the concept of duration see Financial Management Theory and
Practice, 8th edition [7].
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Other Output
In addition to the basic calculations of NPV and duration, the model provides a set
of outputs including traffic, revenues, and expenses of the air carrier under each
scenario. The set of outputs that are provided consist of
• equipment-specific traffic, revenue, life-cycle cost, and direct operating
expenses by functional cost category for each scenario;
airline-level traffic, revenue, life-cycle cost, direct and indirect operating
expenses by functional category, and operating profits for each scenario;
and
• airline-level annual discounted and nondiscounted cash flows.
The main benefit of accessing equipment-specific results is that the differential
impact of new technology on different equipment types can be evaluated. The
next section discusses the sensitivity analysis and simulation capabilities that sup-
plement the basic outputs.
DATABASE OF ALTERNATIVE PARAMETERS
To support analysis tailored to specific airlines or groups of airlines, we developed
a database of alternative parameter values. We integrated the database with the
graphical user interface so the default parameters may be overwritten easily. A
total of 16 airlines can be considered, as well as four airline groups. The groups
correspond to the groups identified in The ASAC Air Carrier Investment Model
(Third Generation) [20]. Table 2 summarizes the airlines and airline groups avail-
able from the database of alternative parameters.
Table 2. Air Carriers Available in the Database of Alternative Parameters
Air carrier Associated group
Alaska Airlines
Aloha Airlines
American Airlines
America West Airlines
Carnival AirLines
Continental Airlines
Nationals
Shuttles
Large majors
Nationals
Nationals
Small majors
Delta Airline
Kiwi International
Midwest Express Airlines
Northwest Airlines
Reno Air
Southwest Airlines
Large majors
Nationals
Nationals
Small majors
Nationals
Nationals
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Table 2. Air Carriers Available in the Database of Alternative Parameters
(Continued)
Air carrier Associated group
Trans World Airlines
United Airlines
U.S. Airways
U.S. Airways Shuttle
Small majors
Large majors
Small majors
Shuttles
When substituting parameters from a specific airline for the default parameters of
the model, the baseline assumptions may no longer be appropriate. For example,
the default assumptions for traffic growth rates among the large majors may not
apply for shuttle operations. Therefore, we caution the user to examine the base-
line assumptions carefully when customizing an analysis to particular air carriers.
Derivation of the Sensitivity Analysis
and Simulation Capabilities
Because investment analysis is often highly sensitive to changes in the underlying
assumptions, we envisioned a sensitivity analysis capability to supplement the ba-
sic output of the model. To support the capability, we developed two distinct types
of analysis. First, we developed a sensitivity analysis capability that independently
isolates the effect of each variable on the basic results. The output of this algo-
rithm is a tornado diagram that summarizes the range of the basic outputs, given a
range for each of the input variables, holding all other variables constant. Second,
we developed a simulation capability that uses Monte Carlo draws to vary each
input simultaneously. The output of this algorithm is a probability density func-
tion that summarizes the distribution of outcomes given ranges for each input
variable. The following sections discuss each of the capabilities in greater detail.
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS CAPABILITY
To execute the sensitivity analysis capability, the user first identifies a set of vari-
ables for evaluation. Next, the algorithm requires a range of values defined by an
upper and lower limit for each variable. We adopt the standard industry interpre-
tation for the upper and lower limits as representing the 90 percent confidence in-
terval. That is, with 90 percent probability, an observation will fall within the
range specified by the high and low values. Thus, we adopt the convention that
the limits represent the highest and lowest "reasonable" limits rather than the
highest and lowest "conceivable" limits.
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Oncethesensitivityanalysisvariableshavebeenidentifiedandtherangelimits
havebeeninput, thealgorithmvarieseachvariableindependentlyfrom its high
valueto its low value,holdingall othervariablesconstant.Thealgorithmrecords
theeffectsof eachvalueon thebasicoutputandrepeatstheprocessfor thenext
inputvariable.Whenthealgorithmhasiteratedthroughall of theselectedinput
variables,a standardtornadodiagramisproducedto summarizetheresults.Fig-
ure9 illustratesasampletornadodiagram.
Figure 9. Sample Sensitivity Output
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As shown in Figure 9, the tornado diagram arranges the input variables in de-
scending order of impact. The magnitude of the impact is measured by the width
of the horizontal bar. Similarly, the position of the vertical axis identifies the ex-
pected value for the output variable from the basic model. Thus, the interpretation
of the first row of Figure 9 is that the expected value for NPV is approximately
$140 million, but varies from approximately -$170 million to $450 million as the
change in block time is varied from its low value to its high value. Other lines
have similar interpretations.
The sensitivity analysis capability is useful for evaluating the benefits of mitigat-
ing risk by identifying the variables responsible for the largest variation in the re-
sults. The identification enables decision-makers to focus on the most important
risks to the success of an innovation. For risks under the control of the carrier,
such as equipage penetration, the analysis shows the benefits of taking action to
reduce the range of uncertainty. For risks not under the control of the carrier, such
as traffic growth rates, the analysis shows the benefits of discovering more precise
information about the range of uncertainty. In either case, the CBM shows the
benefits of mitigating risk as reductions in the range of uncertainty. In addition,
the benefits of risk mitigation are addressed with the simulation capability.
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SIMULATION CAPABILITY
The inputs required by the simulation algorithm are identical to those required by
the sensitivity analysis capability. We adopt the convention that the middle values
for input parameters represent the most likely value. The user identifies the set of
variables for consideration and inputs values for the upper and lower limits for
each input variable. As in the sensitivity analysis algorithm, the simulation algo-
rithm adopts the standard convention of the 90-percent confidence interval.
The execution of the simulation algorithm is more complex than the sensitivity
analysis algorithm. For each input variable, the algorithm first translates the upper
and lower limits into a probability distribution. For simplicity, we use a triangle
distribution to translate the limits. The triangle distribution was a natural candi-
date because it represents a linear approximation of the normal distribution, but
can be fully specified in terms of the upper and lower limits in conjunction with
the most likely value. In translating from the upper and lower limits to a probabil-
ity distribution, an adjustment is made to account for the interpretation of the lim-
its as the 90-percent confidence interval. The adjustment is necessary because the
triangle distribution requires input in the form of 99.99-percent confidence inter-
val. Thus, with approximately 10 percent probability, the simulation algorithm
may draw values outside the user-defined bounds of the 90-percent confidence
interval. The cumulative distribution function for the triangle distribution is given
in Equation 5.
(x-a) 2
F(x) = fora <x<b
(b-a)(c-a)
(c-x) 2
F(x) = 1- for b < x < c
(c-a)(c-b)
[Eq. 5]
In Equation 5, a represents the lower bound (99.99-percent confidence interval), b
represents the most likely value, and c represents the upper bound. Thus, a trans-
lation is required between the 10-percent confidence bounds input by the user and
the 99.99-percent confidence bounds required by the simulation algorithm.
The simulation algorithm next draws a value for each input variable according to
the appropriate probability distribution. This set of inputs is used by the model to
calculate the set of outputs, which then are recorded. Next, the algorithm draws a
new set of input values from the probability distributions and recomputes the
model's output. The process is repeated a number of times and each iteration is
recorded. Finally, the simulation algorithm summarizes the total variation in the
output variables with a probability density function. Figure 10 illustrates a sample
simulation output.
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Figure 10. Sample Simulation Output
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As shown in Figure 10, the total variation in NPV for the sample output is from
approximately -$300 million to $600 million, with an expected value of approxi-
mately $140 million. The next section demonstrates the use of the CBM for
evaluating a hypothetical investment scenario.
Example Scenario
To illustrate the use of the CBM in the context of other ASAC models, this sec-
tion shows an analysis chain that evaluates the benefits of a hypothetical set of air
traffic management technologies. The set of technologies considered is designed
to reduce air traffic congestion in the airport terminal area by reducing runway
occupancy times (ROT) and separation standards in poor visibility conditions. 9
For this technology scenario, implementing lower ROT and separation standards
requires installing several types of equipment on the ground and in the cockpit.
Figure 11 illustrates the analysis chain.
9 This scenario is for demonstration only and should not be viewed as an evaluation of an
existing or proposed technology initiative.
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Figure 11. Analysis Chain
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As shown in Figure 1 l, we begin with the ASAC airport capacity model. 1° We
model the effect of the new technologies on airport capacity independently for
each of five major airports.11 Airport capacity is a function of wind and weather
conditions, airport configuration, and a set of technology-related parameters, such
as ROT and arrival separation. Output from the airport capacity model subse-
quently is passed to the ASAC airport delay model, which projects delay in arrival
and departure as a function of hourly demand and airport capacity. For each air-
port, we estimate delay with and without the capacity-enhancing technologies.
The projected difference between the two scenarios becomes input for the ASAC
CBM as described below.
DERIVING MODEL INPUTS
We model the effect of the hypothetical technologies on airport capacity by modi-
fying the poor visibility, instrument meteorological conditions (IMC), arrival
ROT, and separation standards to equal the good visibility, visual meteorological
conditions (VMC), and values for each aircraft class. The result is a revised ca-
pacity for poor weather conditions for each airport configuration that approxi-
mates the good weather capacity.
Our technology scenario is based on the assumption that the benefits of the new
technologies will be realized beginning in the year 2005. Accordingly, we specify
projected traffic demand patterns for 2005 at each airport in the airport delay
lo For more information on the ASAC airport capacity and delay models, see David A. Lee, et
al. [18].
11 The airports considered are ATL (Atlanta), DFW (Dallas-Ft.Worth), DTW (Detroit-Wayne
County), LAX (Los Angeles), and LGA (New York LaGuardia).
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model. The model uses a queuing engine to calculate the average arrival and de-
parture delay on an hourly basis for each airport. For this analysis, we exercised
the airport delay model over an entire year of actual meteorological conditions for
each airport. We then aggregated the hourly and daily results to obtain average
delay statistics for arriving and departing flights on an annual basis. We analyzed
both a baseline and an improved technology scenario. The results from the airport
capacity and delay models are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Projected 2005 Delay Statistics
Average arrival Average departure
Airport Scenario delay (minutes) delay (minutes)
ATL Baseline 59.81 29.42
Technology 55.52 25.92
DFW Baseline 16.17 15.80
Technology 15.85 16.02
DTW Baseline 15.61 *
Technology 12.72 *
LAX Baseline 24.28 20.57
Technology 23.90 20.36
LGA Baseline 21.95 20.65
Technology 19.71 18.60
•The Web version of the DTW airport delay model does not calcu-
late departure delay.
Because the CBM requires input in the form of changes in block time, the next
step was to convert the figures from Table 3 to percent changes in block time. The
conversion requires an assumption about the average block time for departing and
arriving flights at each airport. We used the 1995 DOT T-100 reports to define the
current average block time for each. The averages subsequently were adjusted
by the projected increase in delay from 1995 to 2005 to determine the projected
average block times for 2005. As described in an earlier section, the default
parameters and assumptions of the CBM represent a large major carrier. There-
fore, we used the T-100 reports for the largest three carriers only to project aver-
age block time. The result was a projected change in arrival and departure average
block times from the baseline scenario to the revised scenario for each airport.
To aggregate the effect of the technologies for all five airports, we constructed
weights according to the number of operations at each airport by the largest three
carriers. The result is a weighted average change in block time that will be used to
extrapolate to the systemwide impact. Table 4 illustrates the methodology.
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Table 4. Deriving Cost-Benefit Model Input
Annual Change in arrival Change in departure
Airport operations a block time (percent) block time (percent)
ATL
DFW
DTW
LAX
LGA
Weighted average
199,073
246,276
12,476
98,331
52,147
-2.7118
-0.2014
-2.3990
-0.1863
-1.6803
-1.1924
-2.6593
0.1385
-2.3990 b
-0.1110
-1.3773
-0.9997
a1995operations for American, Delta, and United.
Binthe absence of departure delay information for DTW,we assume that departure delay
equals arrival delay.
The final step in deriving the CBM inputs is to project the proportion of air traffic
that will benefit from the new technology. Our hypothetical scenario is based on
the assumption that the technologies will be in place at the 10 terminal area pro-
ductivity (TAP) airports by 2005.12 In addition, we assume that the technologies
will be installed incrementally at the next largest 10 airports over the remainder of
the forecast horizon.13 To determine a benefit penetration curve for our represen-
tative air carrier, we further examined 1995 T-100 reports. For each flight seg-
ment in the T-100 report, one of four possibilities must be realized. The
possibilities are the following:
1. The flight segment both departs from and arrives at airports with the new
technologies.
2. The flight segment departs from an airport with the new technologies, but
arrives at one without.
3. The flight segment departs from an airport without the new technologies,
but arrives at one with.
4. The flight segment both departs from and arrives at airports without the
new technologies.
Categorizing each flight segment according to the criteria above yields estimates
of the proportion of flights benefiting from the new technology. We exercised the
criteria separately for 2005, with the 10 TAP airports, and 2016 for the top 20 air-
ports. However, because the CBM can incorporate only a single parameter for
change in block time, constructing a weighted average across the categories was
12The 10 TAP airports are ATL, BOS (Boston), DFW, DTW, EWR (Newark), JFK (New York
Kennedy), LAX, LGA, ORD (Chicago O'Hare), and SFO (San Francisco).
13The next 10 largest airports, by operations, are CLT (Charlotte), DEN (Denver), IAH
(Houston), LAS (Las Vegas), MIA (Miami), MSP (Minneapolis-St. Paul), PIT (Pittsburgh), PHX
(Phoenix), SEA (Seattle), and STL (St. Louis).
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necessaryto representhebenefitpenetration.Themethodologyis illustratedin
Table5.
Table 5. Penetration Assumptions
Departure airport
New technology
New technology
Baseline
Baseline
2005 weighted average*
Arrival airport
New technology
Baseline
New technology
Baseline
Operations
2005
(percent)
14.9
31.6
31.6
21.9
Operations
2016
(percent)
31.3
28.7
28.7
11.3
Change in
block time
(percent)
-2.1921
-0.9997
-1.1924
0.0000
-1.3049
*Conditional on at least one airport having the new technology.
Thus, we adopt an initial benefit penetration of 78.1 percent with an initial reduc-
tion of 1.3049 percent in block time. Over the forecast period, the penetration
grows to 88.7 percent, although the impact remains constant. This assumption
does not account for the effect of further block time reductions as more and more
flights both depart from and arrive at airports with the new technology. Thus, our
estimates of the benefits of the hypothetical technology should be viewed as con-
servative.
We make the following assumptions regarding the life-cycle costs of the new
technology for airline operators:
• $355,200 per aircraft for acquisition and installation of new cockpit avi-
onics
• $2,500 per flight crew as initial training expense
• $1.15 per block hour as operation and maintenance expense
• $500 per flight crew as recurring annual training expense.
Our equipage penetration assumption is that all aircraft will be equipped during
2005 to take advantage of the block time benefits.
SCENARIO RESULTS
We exercised the model under the assumptions discussed above. The main result
shows that the hypothetical technologies do benefit the representative carrier
modestly. We estimate the NPV of the investment to be $140.62 million at a dis-
count rate of 8 percent. In addition, the investment has a large duration of 25.34,
which correctly indicates that the stream of benefits is far into the future.
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To analyze the sensitivity of the main results to variation in the input data, we ex-
ercised the sensitivity analysis module for several key variables. As shown in Fig-
ure 12, the variables include change in block time, discount rate, penetration as-
sumptions, life-cycle costs, and traffic-demand growth. In exercising the sensitiv-
ity analysis module, we made a simple assumption that the low and high values
were 50 and 150 percent of the middle values, respectively.
Figure 12. Sensitivity Results
NPV (millions)
Under these assumptions, the hypothetical technologies clearly contain several
risks that threaten the projected benefits. The most substantial risk is caused by
uncertainty in the magnitude of the savings of block time. The uncertainty issue
might be particularly risky if the magnitude of the time savings depended on the
equipage of other carriers' aircraft. The dependence is likely when considering air
traffic management technologies that affect variables such as separation standards.
Other important risks are caused by the timing and penetration assumptions. If the
technology benefits slip in relation to the year of equipage, the benefits will erode
quickly. Thus, the analysis indicates several variables that decision-makers would
need to investigate further before committing valuable resources.
Conclusions
This report describes an Air Carrier CBM that meets the requirements of NASA
and the integrated aviation community for assessing the financial impact on com-
mercial air carriers of investments in aviation technology. The ASAC CBM is a
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flexible financialanalysistool thatintegrateswell with otherASAC modelsto
form comprehensiveanalysischains.In thisway, theCBM focuseson financial
analysisissuesandreliesonotherASAC modelsfor operationalinputs.
To conductfinancialanalysis,theCBM integratesanactivity-basedmodelof air-
craft operatingcostswith a life-cycle costmodulefor new equipmentacquisition
andtraining.By usingavariantof theoperatingcostmodeldevelopedfor the
FCM, theCBM calculatesaircraftDOCsat theequipmentlevelof aggregation.
This featureallowstheuserto modeltheeffectsof newtechnologydifferentially
by equipmentype.Themodeladdressesalargesetof benefitcategories,includ-
ing time andfuel savings,utilization opportunities,reliability benefits,safetyand
securitybenefits,capacityenhancements,andrisk mitigation.
Themodel'sbenefitcalculationsaredrivenby differencesbetweenanestablished
baselinescenarioandarevisedtechnologyscenario.By comparingthedifferences,
theCBM eliminatesambiguityin interpretingtherelativebenefits.Thebasicout-
putsof themodelarecalculationsof NPV anddurationandprojectionsof revenue,
cost,andtraffic underthebaselineandrevisedscenarios.Thecalculationsare
availableat theequipmentlevelof detail.
Themodel'sdefaultparametersarederivedfrom DOTForm41 reportsfor the
largestthreeU.S.carriers.By usingthisbasisfor thedefaultparameters,wecan
ensurethatthemodelcharacterizesarepresentativeairlineandis applicablefor
consensusbuilding.Themodelalsoincorporatesa databaseof alternativepa-
rametersby airline andby airlinegroup.Thedatabasenablestheanalystto cus-
tomizeanalysisto specificair carriers.
Themodelincorporatesasophisticatedsensitivityanalysisandsimulationcapa-
bility. This featureenablestheuserto evaluatethe impactof variationin the input
parameterson thebasicoutputsof themodel.Thesensitivityanalysiscapability
varieseachinput parameterindependentlywhileholdingall othervariablescon-
stant.ThesimulationcapabilityusesMonteCarlosimulationto varyeachof the
inputparameters imultaneously.Theoutputof the sensitivityanalysisalgorithm
is astandardtornadodiagram,andtheoutputof thesimulationalgorithmis a
probabilitydistribution.
ThisreportillustratestheCBM in thecontextof anair traffic managementanalysis
chain.Thehypotheticaltechnologyscenariodemonstratesnetbenefits,but alsoex-
hibits substantialrisks.Thesensitivityanalysismoduleidentifiesseveralvariables
thatcanbe furtherinvestigatedto clarify themostimportantdimensionsof the
uncertainty.
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Appendix A
Review of Existing Cost-Benefit Methodologies
A primary objective of the first phase of the task to develop the ASAC Air Carrier
CBM was to review existing aviation cost-benefit methodologies. To accomplish
this goal, we gathered a wide variety of material ranging from comprehensive ag-
gregate-level methodologies, such as the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) guidelines, to specific cost-benefit analyses, such as the Flight Dynamics'
model. We gathered documentation for and reviewed a total of nine existing cost-
benefit models and methodologies.l These materials consist of the following:
[1] "Benefit and Cost Analysis Appropriate to the Flight Avionics and Airline
Industry--An Introductory Guide." Unpublished technical document,
Honeywell, Inc., April 1993.
[2] "Cost-Benefit Model." Unpublished technical document, Flight Dynamics,
Inc., August 1996.
[31 Cost, Benefit, and Risk Assessment Guidelines for RE&D Investment Portfo-
lio Development. Document prepared for the Program Analysis and Opera-
tions Research, ASD-400 and Research Division, AAR-200 of the Federal
Aviation Administration by Volpe National Transportation Systems Center.
Cambridge, Massachusetts: December 1996.
[4] Economics of Satellite-Based Air Navigation Services_uidelines for Cost-
Benefit Analysis of Communications, Navigation, and Surveillance Air Traf-
fic Management (CNS/ATM) Systems. Montreal, Canada: International Civil
Aviation Organization, 1995.
[5] "Estimating CTAS Benefits Nationwide." Briefing materials prepared by
George Hunter, Seagull Technology, July 1995.
[61 Guidelines for the Economic Appraisal of EATCHIP Projects--the Effective
Use of Cost-Benefit Studies. Geneva Switzerland: International Air Transport
Association (IATA), June 1996.
[7] Model and supporting documents regarding the RTCA Project Free Flight
Business Model.
[8] NASA Aeronautics Cost-Benefit Analysis (NACBA) Model--User's Manual.
Jenkintown, Pennsylvania: GRA, INC., July 1997.
1 A comprehensive review of the cost-benefit models is available separately from the authors.
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[9] Presentations and various supporting documents regarding the cost-benefit
approach of the CNS/ATM-focused team (C/AFT).
In order to characterize each of the cost-benefit methodologies, we developed a
set of classification criteria that are summarized in Table A-1.
Table A-1. Characteristics of Existing Cost-Benefit Methodologies
Cost-benefit
material
Honeywell
Flight
Dynamics
Volpe
ICAO
Seagull
EATCHI P
RTCA
NACBA
C/AFT
Methodology
or model
Methodology
with examples
Model
Methodology
Methodology
with examples
Methodology
with examples
Methodology
Model
Model
Methodology
with examples
Primary user
Airline operator
Airline operator
Government
decision-maker
Government
decision-maker
Government
decision-maker
Government
decision-maker
Government
decision-maker
Government
decision-maker
Airline
operators
Scope of costs
and benefits
Airline operator
Airline operator
Integrated avia-
tion community
Integrated avia-
tion community
Commercial
aviation
Integrated avia-
tion community
Integrated avia-
tion community
Integrated avia-
tion community
Airline operators
Modeling
approach
Bottom-up
Bottom-up
Top-down
Top-down
Bottom-up
Top-down
Top-down
Top-down
Top-down
Level of detail
Phases of a
flight segment
Phases of a
flight segment
Industry-wide
equipment-level
averages
Industry-wide
averages
Flight segment
Industry-wide
averages
Industry-wide
averages
Industry-wide
averages
Phases of a
flight segment
As shown in Table A- 1, two basic types of materials are aggregate-level cost-
benefit methodologies and the finely detailed cost-benefit models. Some method-
ologies, such as the ICAO guidelines, were also accompanied by sample calcula-
tions that are not referred to as models per se. Generally, the primary users of the
aggregate-level methodologies were government decision makers while the in-
tended users of the finely detailed models were airline operators. Two important
exceptions to this generalization are NASA Aeronautics Cost-Benefit Analysis
(NACBA), which is an aggregate-level model intended for decision-makers at
NASA, and C/AFT, which is a finely detailed methodology intended for airline
operators. Generally, the scope of the costs and benefits considered by the aggre-
gate-level methodologies was the integrated aviation community and the scope of
the models was limited to airline operators. The methodologies generally took a
top-down approach in which industry-wide average values are used to populate
parameters at a highly aggregated level of detail. Conversely, the models tended to
take a bottom-up approach in which the results from specific flight segments are
extrapolated to obtain airline-level estimates.
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Appendix A: Review of Existing Cost-Benefit Methodologies
The top-down modeling approach embodied in many of the aggregate-level meth-
odologies has been criticized by representatives from commercial aviation as
lacking sufficient detail for credibility with the airlines. 2 A primary criticism of
the aggregate-level approach has been a failure to treat the aviation system as a
highly integrated environment in which the relaxation of a constraint in one area
may lead to additional constraints in other areas. For example, a technology that
reduces final-approach separation standards may simply shift the bottleneck from
the approach airspace to the taxiway and gate areas. In such cases, the benefits
derived from an aggregate-level approach that does not consider the full complex-
ity of the airspace environment tend to be overestimated. One of the primary ob-
jectives of the C/AFT is to develop a more appropriate cost-benefit methodology
that takes into consideration the highly integrated nature of the air transportation
system.
2 See, for example, References [4] and [9].
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Appendix B
Operating Expenses
This appendix consists of two sections. The first documents the accounting items
and schedules that comprise the DOT Form 41 reports. The second describes how
we allocated various accounts to functional categories for developming the Air
Carrier Cost-Benefit Model.
DOT FORM 41 REPORT SCHEDULES
The DOT Form 41 reports consist of a series of schedules that document the fi-
nancial and operational status of the air carrier. Table B- 1 summarizes the
Form 41 schedules.
Table B-1. Form 41 Report Schedules
Schedule Title Frequency Aggregation
A
B-1
B-12
B-43
B-7
P-1
P-1.2
P-2
P-5.1
P-5.2
P-6
P-7
P-10
P-12
T-100
T-2
Certification
Balance Sheet
Statement of Cash Flows
Inventory of Airframes and Aircraft Engines
Airframe and Aircraft Engine Acquisition and Retirement
Interim Income Statement
Statement of Operations
Notes to RSPA Form 41 Report
Aircraft Operating Expenses--Group I carriers
Aircraft Operating Expenses-Group II and III carriers
Aircraft Operating Expenses by Objective Groups
Aircraft Operating Expenses by Functional Groups
Employment Statistics by Labor Category
Fuel Consumption by Type of Service and Entity
Traffic and Segment (Origin and Destination)
Traffic, Capacity, and Operations
Quarterly
Quarterly
Quarterly
Annually
Quarterly
Monthly
Quarterly
Quarterly
Quarterly
Quarterly
Quarterly
Quarterly
Annually
Monthly
Monthly
Quarterly
Airline
Airline
Airline
Airline
Airline
Airline
Airline
Airline
Equipment
Equipment
Airline
Airline
Airline
Airline
Airline
Equipment
In developing the CBM, we made extensive use of several of the schedules indi-
cated in Table B-1. In particular, we used schedules P-1.2, P-5.2, and P-7. The
accounts for each of these schedules is illustrated in Tables B-2 through B-4.
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Table B-2. Accounts of Schedule P-1.2, Statement of Operations
Category Account Description
Operating revenue
Operating expense
Non-operating
income/expense
3901.1
3901.2
3905.0
3906.1
3906.2
3907.1
3907.2
3919.1
3919.2
4808.0
4898.0
4999.0
5100.0
5400.0
5500.0
6400.0
6700.0
6800.0
7000.0
7100.0
7199.0
7999.0
8181.0
8182.0
8185.0
8188.5
8188.6
8189.0
8199.0
8999.0
Passenger--first class
Passenger--coach
Mail
Property--freight
Property--excess passenger baggage
Charter--passenger
Charter--freight
Reservation cancellation fees
Miscellaneous operating revenue
Public service--subsidy
Transport-related
Total operating revenue
Flying operations
Maintenance
Passenger service
Aircraft and traffic servicing
Promotion and sales
General and administrative
Depreciation and amortization
Transport-related
Total operating expenses
Operating profit (loss)
Interest on debt and capital lease
Other interest expense
Foreign exchange gains (losses)
Capital gains
Capital losses
Other income and expense
Non-operating income (expense)
Income before taxes
Income taxes 9100.0 Income taxes
9199.0 Income after income tax
Discontinued operations 9600.0 Discontinued operations
Extraordinary items 9796.0 Extraordinary items
9797.0 Taxes for extraordinary items
Accounting changes 9800.0 Accounting changes
Net income 9899.0 Net income
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Table B-3. Accounts of Schedule P-5.2,
Aircraft Operating Expenses_roup H and III Carriers
Category Account Description
Flying operations
Maintenance--flight equipment
5123.0
5124.0
5128.1
5136.0
5145.1
5145.2
5147.0
5153.0
5155.1
5157.0
5158.0
5168.0
5169.0
5171.0
5199.0
5225.1
5225.2
5243.1
5243.2
5143.7
5246.1
5246.2
5272.1
5278.0
5279.6
5299.0
Pilots and copilots
Other flight personnel
Trainees and instructors
Personnel expense
Aircraft fuel
Aircraft oil
Aircraft rental
Other supplies
Insurance purchase general
Employee benefits and pensions
Injuries, loss, and damage
Taxes--payroll
Taxes--other than payroll
Other flying operations expense
Total flying operations expense
Labor--airframes
Labor--aircraft engines
Airframe repairs
Aircraft engine repairs
Aircraft interchange charges
Maintenance materials--airframe
Maintenance materials--engines
Airworthiness allowance--airframe
Total direct maintenance--flight equipment
Applied maintenance burden--flight equipment
Total flight equipment maintenance
Net obsolescence 7073.9 Obsolescence and deterioration
Depreciation--flight equipment 7075.1
7075.2
7075.3
7075.4
7075.5
7076.1
Depreciation--airframes
Depreciation--aircraft engines
Depreciation--airframe parts
Depreciation--aircraft engine parts
Depreciation--other flight equipment
Amortization--capital leases
Total aircraft operating expense 7098.9 Total aircraft operating expense
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Table B-4. Accounts of Schedule P-7,
Aircraft Operating Expenses by Functional Groupings
Category Account Description
Aircraft operating expense 2 Aircraft operating expense
Passenger service expense
Aircraft service expense
Traffic service expense
Reservation and sales expense
5
6
7
8
10
11
12
13
15
16
17
18
2O
21
22
23
Flight attendant
Food
Other in-flight service
Total passenger service
Line servicing
Traffic control
Landing fees
Total aircraft service
Directly assignable--passenger
Directly assignable--cargo
Not directly assignable
Total traffic service
Directly assignable--passenger
Directly assignable--cargo
Not directly assignable
Total reservation and sales
Advertising and promotion expense 25 Directly assignable--passenger
26 Directly assignable--cargo
28 Total advertising and promotion
General and administrative expense 29 Total general and administrative
Ground property and equipment expense 31 Maintenance
32 Depreciation
33 Total maintenance and depreciation
34Depreciation expense
Amortization
Total servicing, sales,
and operating expense
Transport-related expense
35
36
Depreciation expense--
maintenance equipment
Amortization--other than flight equipment
Total servicing, sales, and operating expense
37 Transport-related expense
Total operating expense 38 Total operating expense
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ALLOCATING FORM 41 ACCOUNTS TO FUNCTIONAL
COST CATEGORIES
As described in the main body of this report, the core calculations of the Air Car-
rier CBM are based on a functional decomposition of airline operating costs. Pas-
senger and cargo revenue parameters are derived at the airline level of aggregation
from Schedule P-1.2. Direct operating costs are derived at the equipment level of
detail from Schedule P-5.2. Finally, indirect operating costs are derived at the air-
line level of aggregation from schedule P-7. Tables B-5 through B-7 illustrate the
derivation of the cost and revenue parameters.
Table B-5. Revenue Components
Revenue category Accounts from schedule P-1.2
Passenger revenue 3901.1,3901.2, 3906.2, 3907.1,3919.1
Cargo revenue 3905.0, 3906.1,3907.2
Other revenue 3919.2, 4808.0, 4898.0
Table B-6. Direct Operating Cost Components
Functional cost category Accounts from schedule P-5.2
Fuel
Flight personnel compensation
Flight personnel training
Airframe maintenance
Aircraft engine maintenance
Maintenance burden
Insurance-loss/damage
Other direct operating expenses
5145.1,5169.0
5123.0, 5124.0, 5136.0, 5157.0, 5168.0
5128.1
5225.1,5243.1,5243.7, 5246.1,5272.1
5225.2, 5243.2, 5246.2, 5272.6
5279.6
5155.1,5158.0
5145.2, 5153.0, 5171.0, 7073.9
Because we develop our own measures of aircraft capital expenditures, we do not
make use of the aircraft rental expenses from account 5147.0 and aircraft-related
depreciation and amortization expenses from accounts 7075.1 through 7076.1.
Table B-7. Indirect Operating Cost Components
Indirect cost category Accounts from schedule P-7
Air traffic control expense 11
Landing fees 12
Other indirect operating expense 8, 10, 18, 23, 28, 29, 33, 34, 35, 37
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Baseline Assumptions
As described in the main body of this report, an important feature of the ASAC
Air Carrier CBM is the identification of a baseline scenario against which changes
in technology are measured. To specify default values for these assumptions, we
examined several aviation forecasts as well as other published materials. These
included the FAA Aviation Forecast Fiscal Years 1998-2000 [6], The 1996/1997
Boeing World Air Cargo Forecast [21], The Economic Impacts of Air Traffic
Congestion [15], and a database of historical data derived from DOT Form 41 re-
ports. In specifying values for the key assumptions, we gave priority to the pub-
lished sources whenever possible, although in many instances we resorted to
recent trends from the Form 41 database. Although the baseline scenario repre-
sents our best attempt to project future developments in aviation in the absence of
technological innovation, the model enables the user to modify the baseline as-
sumptions to reflect a customized baseline.
As described in the main body of this report, the base-year parameters are derived
directly from Form 41 reports. The assumptions of the model represent con-
stant-dollar compound annual rates of change from the base-year value for each
variable. Thus, the assumptions represent real changes in a variable as opposed to
nominal changes. Table C-1 documents the value and source for the assumptions
of the baseline scenario.
In defining the baseline scenario, it is important to recognize that the current air-
space operating environment is rapidly becoming congested. In the absence of
new technology or other capacity enhancements, the air carriers are unlikely to
continue operating as they do today. Nevertheless, published forecasts, such as
References [6], [12], and [20] tend to be driven exclusively by demand conditions
and generally are based on the assumption that capacity will expand to meet the
forecast demand. In evaluating the benefits of these capacity enhancements, how-
ever, establishing a baseline scenario that accurately reflects the constrained envi-
ronment projected in the absence of new technology is essential. As described in
Reference [15], we have developed a forecast methodology in the face of capacity
shortfalls. The baseline assumptions illustrated in Table C-1 reflect the results of
this research. Therefore, we measure the benefits of new technology against a
baseline scenario in which capacity constraints are evident.
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Table C-1. Default Baseline Scenario Assumptions
Variable Value Source
Passenger traffic
Load factor
Fare yield (97-01)
Fare yield (02-06)
Fare yield (07-11 )
Fare yield (12-16)
Average cargo load
Cargo yield
3.64
0.00
-1.37
-0.13
0.08
0.20
1.50
-1.00
Congestion Report
FAA Forecast
Congestion Report
Congestion Report
Congestion Report
Congestion Report
Form 41
Boeing World Air Cargo Forecast
Fuel price
Flight personnel labor
Maintenance burden rate
Other direct operating costs
0.30
0.84
0.00
0.00
FAA Forecast
Form 41
Form 41
Form 41
Air traffic control fees
Landing fees
Other indirect costs
Utilization
Average stage length
Average block time
Fuel efficiency
Airframe maintenance
Engine maintenance
Aircraft capital
Insurance-loss/damage
Flight personnel training
-3.77
1.66
-3.60
1.19
2.14
2.33
0.00
-1.70
-2.51
0.00
0.00
0.00
Form 41
Form 41
Form 41
Congestion Report
Form 41
Congestion Report
Form 41
Form 41
Form 41
Form 41
Form 41
Form 41
Note: All values represent compound annual rates of growth in the indicated variable.
In addition to the assumptions illustrated in Table C-l, we made a set of assump-
tions regarding the proportion of traffic carried by various equipment types. Rec-
ognizing that the default assumptions are derived for a representative large major
air carrier is important. We began by allocating each equipment type to one of
four categories on the basis of its noise characteristics and our expectation for fu-
ture fleet acquisitions and retirements. The four categories consist of Stage 2 air-
craft, Stage 3 aircraft no longer in production, Stage 3 aircraft in production for
which we expect minimal growth in fleet, and Stage 3 aircraft in production for
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which we expect substantial growth. 1 The default assumptions retire the Stage 2
aircraft from the fleet by 2000 and the Stage 3 aircraft no longer in production by
the end of the forecast period. The Stage 3 aircraft for which we expect minimal
growth are assumed to hold their present share of the total traffic, and all of the
growth is distributed to the remaining Stage 3 aircraft. As for other baseline as-
sumptions, the assumptions of the aircraft' s RPM share are editable by the user.
The results derived from the baseline scenario are summarized by Table C-2.
Table C-2. Baseline Results
1996 2001 2006 2011 2016
Variable Value Value Value Value Value
RPM (billions)
Block hours (millions)
Aircraft fleet
Operating revenue (billions)
Operating expense (billion)
Adjusted operating profit margin (percent)
105.10
2.10
582.00
14.90
14.40
3.68
125.70
2.70
640.00
16.90
16.50
2.41
150.30
3.60
799.00
20.20
19.50
3.65
179.70
4.80
1,005.00
24.40
23.4
4.0
214.90
6.50
1,2640.00
29.50
28.60
3.10
1 The 1977 amendment to Part 36 of the Federal Aviation Regulation established the noise
designations for civil turbojet and transport category aircraft as Stage 1, Stage 2, or Stage 3. Air-
craft that could not meet the original noise standards, issued in 1969, were designated as Stage 1.
Examples of Stage 1 aircraft are the Boeing 707,720, and early 727 and 737 models; the Douglas
DC-8 and early DC-9 models; and the BAC 1-11. Aircraft that met the 1969 standards were desig-
nated as Stage 2. Examples of Stage 2 aircraft are the Boeing 747, Douglas DC-10, and Lockheed
L-1011 models and later versions of the 727, 737, and DC-9 models produced after 1974. Aircraft
that meet the more stringent noise standards adopted in 1977 are designated Stage 3. Stage 3 mod-
els include the Boeing 757, 767, and 777, Douglas MD-80; and Fokker F-100 models.
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Appendix D
Aircraft Equipment Types
As described in the main body of this report, the parameters of the model are
populated at the equipment level of detail. In general, we adopted the equipment-
type definitions from DOT Form 41 reports. In a few cases, we chose to consoli-
date closely related equipment types, such as the Lockheed L 1011-50, -100,
and -500. The model explicitly considers only those equipment types in the fleet
of the specified carriers as of year end 1996. Table D-1 summarizes the equipment
types addressed by the model.
Table D-1. Aircraft Models Considered by the Model
Aircraft model Manufacturer Model type
A-300-600/R/C F/RC F
A-300-B4
A320-200
B727-200
B737-100/200/200C
B737-300
B737-400
B737-500
B747-100/200B/F
B747-400
B757-200/EM
B767-200/EM/ER
B767-300/ER
B777-200
MD-80 (all versions)
DC-10-10/30/40/C/C F
DC-9 (all versions)
F28-4000
F100
L1011-50/100/500
MD-11
MD-90/B717
Airbus
Airbus
Airbus
Boeing
Boeing
Boeing
Boeing
Boeing
Boeing
Boeing
Boeing
Boeing
Boeing
Boeing
Boeing
Boeing
Boeing
Fokker
Fokker
Lockheed
Boeing
Boeing
Multi-aisle
Multi-aisle
Single-aisle
Single-aisle
Single-aisle
Single-aisle
Single-aisle
Single-aisle
Multi-aisle
Multi-aisle
Single-aisle
Multi-aisle
Multi-aisle
Multi-aisle
Single-aisle
Multi-aisle
Single-aisle
Single-aisle
Single-aisle
Multi-aisle
Multi-aisle
Single-aisle
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Appendix E
Glossary of Airport Identifiers
ATL
BOS
CLT
DEN
DFW
DTW
EWR
IAH
JFK
LAS
LAX
LGA
MIA
MSP
ORD
PHX
PIT
SEA
SFO
STL
The William B. Hartsfield Atlanta International Airport, Atlanta,
Georgia
General Edward Lawrence Logan International Airport, Boston,
Massachusetts
Douglas Airport, Charlotte, North Carolina
Denver International Airport, Denver, Colorado
Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport, Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas
Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport, Detroit, Michigan
Newark International Airport, Newark, Ohio
Houston Intercontinental Airport, Houston, Texas
John F. Kennedy International Airport
McCarran International Airport, Las Vegas, Nevada
Los Angeles International Airport, Los Angeles, California
La Guardia Airport, New York, New York
Miami International Airport, Miami, Florida
Minneapolis-Saint Paul International Airport, Minneapolis-Saint Paul,
Minnesota
Chicago O' Hare International Airport
Phoenix (Sky Harbor) International Airport, Phoenix, Arizona
Pittsburgh International Airport, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, Seattle, Washington
San Francisco International Airport, San Francisco, California
Lambert Field, Saint Louis, Missouri
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Appendix F
Abbreviations
ACAS
ACIM
ASAC
ASM
AST
CBM
DOC
DOT
FAA
FCM
FSCM
IMC
NPV
ROT
RPM
RTCA
RTM
TAP
VMC
Aircraft Analytical System
Air Carrier Investment Model
Aviation System Analysis Capability
available seat miles
Advanced Subsonic Technology
cost-benefit model
direct operating costs
Department of Transportation
Federal Aviation Administration
Functional Cost Module
Flight Segment Cost Model
instrument meteorological conditions
net present value
runway occupancy times
revenue passenger miles
Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics
revenue ton miles
terminal area productivity
visual meteorological conditions
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